Suppose S n is a sum of n independent, identically distributed, integer-valued random variables. Let p } -P(S n =j). Take k independent copies of S n9 and let Nj be the number of these sums which are equal to j. In previous papers Persi Diaconis and I studied
1* Introduction* In this section, the theorem will be stated; the proof is deferred to § 3. Section 2 presents the analogous theorem for normal variables, so as to bring out the main ideas in the proof.
For the main theorem, consider a sequence of multinomial distributions, indexed by n. However, this index may be suppressed in later sections, to lighten the notation. At every stage n, there are boxes indexed by the integers i. Associated with each box is a probability p d = p nj ; and
The p n3 '& will tend to 0 as n grows. At stage n, there are k -k n balls; k n -> oo as ^-^oo. The balls are dropped independently in turn into the boxes; a ball lands in box j with probability p nj . Let Nj = N n j be the number of balls which land in box j at stage n. Thus, each N nj is binomial with small success probability p nj and large number of trials k n . Jointly, the variables N nj for j -0, ±1, have a multinomial distribution. Next, introduce coefficients a ά -a nj ^ 0 and β ό -β nj is a scale factor for the coefficients, which also have a center c -c n .
To make this precise, introduce (1.3) t Λj = ε π (j -c n ) .
and assume:
(1.4) a ni = a n (t nί ) + (1.5) /3 ni = A(U + oίlβogl) ; the functions α n ^ 0 and β n are defined and continuous on a proper compact interval I, which does not depend on n.
Conditions (1.4) and (1.5) are required to hold uniformly over j with t nj el. Assume further that (1.7) a n > at*, and β n • β^ as n > oo, uniformly on I.
For 1 ^ n ^ ©o, the function α TO + /3 n has a unique global (1.8) maximum at an interior point t n of I, and a n (t n ) > 0; furthermore, t n -» ίoo.
Conditions (1.7) and (1.8) imply that (1.9) #n(£j is bounded below by a positive number.
Assume further that a n and β n are locally quadratic at ί n : namely, as ί-»ί Λ , In (1.10) and (1.11), it is not necessary to assume differentiability anywhere except at t n : the primes just denote numbers. Necessarily (1.13) a' n + β' n = 0 .
Also, a" + β" sΞ 0. More is assumed:
(1.14) a'; + β'; < 0 for 1 <, n :g Ã bbreviate (1.15) (O 2 n = -(a: + βΊ)la n {t n ) > 0; set p = p x . The following growth conditions will be assumed, as n-» »=>: (1.16) lim sup Σ {?>":*"• 6/}<1
(1.17) P« (log-) >0
( (1.21) w n (x) = (2 log i -2 log log-±-+ α?) .
Let Φ be the standard normal distribution function, with density φ:
As usual, exp (v) = e\ Let (1.23) M n = mB.x s {V nj : t nj el}, occurring at index L n .
Here, V nj is defined by (1.1) . In brief, the main result is that L n and M. n are asymptotically independent, L n being asymptotically normal and M n being asymptotically double-exponential. C a n (t n )w n (x) • -c n )
Now for some heuristic comments about the theorem, especially the assumed error rate o(l/logl/sj in (1.4)- (1.5) . This error rate is critical. Basically, all the action in M n is over j's with t nj close to t n . So, M n can be crudely approximated as the sum of two terms: α n (ί w ) max,-{Z nj : t nj near t n } and Both terms are of order i/log l/e n . Changing the coefficients by o(l/logl/εj changes M n by o(l/j/logl/ej. Next, consider the asymptotic distribution function for M n in (1.24): α w (*»)w»( ) + βn(t n ) J2 log-i . This is centered just to the left of [«.(«,) + β n (t n )]j2log±-, which may be large. But the spread is of order which is small. So the distribution may move off to infinity, but gets more and more concentrated. And only terms which are o(l/|/log 1/eJ can be dropped from M n without affecting its asymptotic behavior.
Now for a comment on L n . The action in M n occurs for y's with t nj near t n . At first, it might seem that O(l/e n ) indices j should be involved, but this is slightly exaggerated: the right order is Thus, it is necessary to work within shrinking neighborhoods of t^. Then, it might seem that a and β can be treated as constants. Not so, however; the quadratic terms in (l.lθ)-(l.ll) really matter in the asymptotics, as the presence of p in the statement of (1.24) should indicate: in effect, however, the linear terms cancel.
Next, a comment on the asymptotic independence. This is a bit surprising. In the vicinity of t, the maximum is around which diminishes as t moves away from ί n . Intuition suggests that large values of L n should be accompanied by small values of M n . However, this is too hasty. Keeping t nj away from t n makes V nj smaller; but saying that L n -j makes V nj larger. So there is some tension here, and (1.24) shows that the two effects balance.
Finally, a comment on the connection between the multinomial problem and the normal problem discussed in § 2. Formula (1.1) involves the scaled variables Z nj = (N njk n p nj )/}/k n p nj which are essentially standard normal, and practically independent. So a theorem for normal variables should-and does-go over to the multinomial case. The argument in § 2 is organized so that the estimates can be re-used in § 3. This depends, however, on the growth condition (1.19) . If only (1.18) is assumed, the binomials are no longer quite so normal: "large deviations" corrections become relevant. For a discussion of this point, see [2] .
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2* The normal case* Conditions (1.2)-(1.15) are assumed on the coefficients. Let U ό be independent standard normal variables, and
Define M n and L n as before, by (1.23 
Without loss of generality, assume (2.3) a n {t n ) = 1 and 0 n (O = 0 Let δ be a small positive number. It will be shown that j's with I tnj -tn I ^ δ make essentially no contribution to the max, because with probability near one, the corresponding F/s are all less than
To make this this precise, only a very weak estimate is needed.
LEMMA 2.4. Let Z lf •• ,ϋΓ TO be standard normal variables, not necessarily independent. Let 0 < a < °o. T%e%
Proof. The probability in question is bounded above by
Notation. y n ^ x n means i/ n /α5 n -> 1, while y n -α? n means 0 < Km inf yjx n <; lim sup yjx n < oo . For some sufficiently small positive θ, the probability that
max, {V nj : t nj e I,} < (1 -0) ^2 log japproaches one as n -» oo.
Proof. Recall that α n (ίj = 1 and β n (t n ) = 0 by the normalization (2.3). From (1.6)-(1.8), there is some θ > 0 such that for all large'w, By 2.4, with probability near one, the last display is at most
there being only 0(l/εJ indices j with t nj e J. Since there only finitely many J's, the proof terminates.
• Note. In this part of the argument, the error terms in (1.4)-(1.5) need only be assumed to be o(l). Also, since £"->£», for large n, if \t nj -tJ ^ 8 then |ί wi -U ^ 5/2. Only i ? s with \t nj -ί w | < δ contribute to the max.
Turn now to the j's with \t nί -t n \ < δ. Here, the argument is more complicated, and a sketch of the idea is given.
For -co<;α<δ^°o, let I ab be the set of j's with \t nj -t n \< (2.6) δ and a ^ ρV2 log (l/β n )(ί Λi -ίj < 6, and let Af β6 = max i {V ni :
ί e / β6 }. Despite the notation, I ab and M ab depend on n and δ. It will be proved, among other things, that
Here and later, "o" and "0" errors are as n->co 9 and are uniform over j with \t nj -t n \ < δ.
The factors will be estimated, and appeal made to 2.35 below. For now, only a heuristic argument is given. By (2.7),
The symbol = means approximately equal, and is used only informally. Now
This X nj (x) is a key technical object in future arguments. To proceed, (2.10) xexp J-(log-)
It is necessary to estimate X n j(x): as it turns out, λ nί («) = 1 --i-(log log i.)/ log A + i-x / log i-
-(logi)λ ni (a?) 2 = -log i + log log -ί -i X Now combine (2.9)-(2.11): the factor 1/X nj (x) on the right in (2.9) is essentially 1, so
where and φ was defined in (1.22) as the standard normal density. Some algebra has been omitted here: the l/2ρ on the right of (2.12) is needed to offset the p\/"2 in ε' and get back the 1/ι/lΓon the right in (2.9). Continuing from (2.12),
This argument will now be made rigorous: it is (2.10) and (2.11) which take most of the work. Notice that X nj (x) must be estimated to within o(l/logl/ε n ), because its square gets multiplied bylogl/ε n . The assumptions are (1.2)-(1.15), (2.1) and (2.3). Two estimates will be needed on a n and β n ; these estimates must be uniform in n. The proofs are omitted as routine.
LEMMA 2.14. Fix η t > 0. There is a small positive δ such that for all n, and \t -t n \ < δ,
There is a small positive δ such that for all n, and \ t -t n | < δ, It is now time to estimate the X nj (x) defined in (2.8), making (2.10)-(2.11) precise. LEMMA 2.16. Fix rj > 0. For small positive δ, the following estimates will apply as n-+ ©o, uniformly over j with \t nj -t n \<δ, and uniformly over x in compact intervals.
Proof. Choose d so small that the estimates in (2.14)-(2.15) apply, with η 1 to be chosen later. Also choose δ so small that And so, for n ^ n 0 , (2.18) i-< α TOi <-f and -i-< /3 ni < i-for |* ni -* n |< δ .
In (2.8), replace /3 n , by /3 n (t ai ) and «"• by «,(ί w ). This gives a new quantity, to be denoted by λ* 3 (x).
The first job is to show that
However, the first move only caused an error of
by (2.18) and assumption (1.5) . Likewise, the second move only caused an error of ώsL.
J21ogi-= o(i/i og 1).
This completes the proof of (2.19).
To proceed, let r n = (log log i.y(log-i) and «.(») = x/(2 log 1.)
This trivial bit of algebra is the key to the proof. Expand the square root and use (2.14):
q nj (x) = a n (t πj ) -β n (t nj ) -\τ n + ±-s n (x) ±p* (l ± vύ(t,, -tj -±r Now \t nί -ί n | < δ by assumption, and iίδ gets small with δ, so τ t merges into the first term: for small enough δ,
This uses (1.14)-(1.15) to force p > 0. Likewise, r 3 merges into
•5-β,(x) + τ 3 = i-sja; ± 77) .
This leaves τ 2 . With respect to this error, the claim is 
But qϊ s (xy merges into qt ά (x), because the latter is small: referring to (2.21), ± 4^)(ί nί -ί n ) 2 .
To complete the proof, choose ~η x so that
• This made (2.10)-(2.11) rigorous. Next, take up (2.13). Introduce Proof This is immediate from (2.16a), because X nj (x) is essen-tially one, and logl/ε n goes to infinity.
• Proof. This follows from (2.16). Claim (a) will be argued in some detail, and (b) is similar. Define
The dependence of ε' and u s on ^ is suppressed. Recall that ψ is the standard normal density. As (2.16a) implies, As (2.16b) now implies, ψ nJ (x) is bounded below by The "o(l) w is as n-* ©o, and is uniform over ^* with |ί ni -ί n | < δ, for small enough 8. Consider (2.26) Σ e'φiuj) .
Suppose 0 ^ α < 6 < oo. Clearly, u j+1 -u 5 = ε'; and <3 is monotone decreasing on [0, oo). So
As definition (2.6) shows, provided n is sufficiently large, jel ab iff α(l + yj) ^ % < 6(1 + ??). Then the sum in (2.26) is bounded below by
The e' in the lower limit of the integral takes care of an edge effect: j is discrete, u is continuous. Clearly, the displayed integral exceeds
This completes the argument for (a) in case 0 <ί a < b < °° the case b -oo then follows; the case -oo <;&<&<;() is symmetric; and the general case follows by addition. This disposes of claim (a), and (b) is similar.
•
The η in (2.16) and (2.25) is a nuisance. Over the interesting j, with the argument in (2.16) is sharp enough to establish the results with Ύ] = 0. However, something needs to be done to cover the i's with, for instance,
To do that, Ύj was needed. Now, however, this technical nuisance can be eliminated. The interval I ab was defined in (2.6), and depends on <5. This dependence matters in the next result, so the interval will be denoted I ab (d).
PROPOSITION 2.27. // δ is small, uniformly over extended real a and 6, and uniformly over x in compact intervals, as n-+ oo,
Denote the left side of (2.28) by S n (a 9 b y δ, x); and the right side by T(a, b, x) . The first thing to show is that the tails don't matter. Fix η in (2.25) at any convenient value, say, η=l/2. This generates a corresponding δ, for which the estimate in (2.25b) is valid. This is the δ to use. Let 0 < B < oo, but large. Then lim sup S n (B, oo, δ, x) n-*oo is bounded above according to (2.25b), and this bound is small for large B. Likewise for lim sup S n (-oo 9 ~B, δ, x) .
n->oo

Let α=(-β)Λα and
S=bΛB.
Then S n (a f b, δ, x) is bounded below by S n (d, b, δ, x) , and above by
As a result, it is only necessary to prove the lemma for a and b with
Now, if jel ab (δ), then jel ab (δ') for n^n 0 , where ^0 depends on <5' but on j. Here, δ' is positive but much smaller than δ. As a result, (2.25) applies with η arbitrarily small.
Step (2.9) in the heuristic argument is easy to rigorize, in view of (2.16).
For small δ: uniformly in j with \t nj -t n \ < δ, as n-+°°,
Now (2.13) can be finished. PROPOSITION 
If δ is small:
(a) P{Uj > l/2log (l/e n )λ nJ (a:)} = o(l) as w->oo, uniformly over j with \t ni -t n \ < δ, a?ic? uniformly over x in compact intervals) (b) Σ;e/ a6 iTC > l/2 log (l/e n )λ ni (a?)} converges to
Φ(a)]±e
as n->oo f uniformly over extended real numbers a and δ, and x in compact intervals.
Proof. Claim (a) is immediate from (2.29) and (2.24). Likewise, claim (b) is immediate from (2.29) and (2.27).
• This completes the rigorous discussion of (2.13). Recall M ab from (2.6). The next step is to determine the joint distribution of M ab and M cd . 
Proof. Clearly, the logarithm of the probability is (2.32) Σ log P{ V nό ^ w n (x)} + Σ log P{ V nj ^ w n (y)} .
Take the first sum, for instance. Definition (2.8) of λ nJ (α?) was set up so that
Expanding logp = log[l -(1 -p)] == -(1 -p), the first sum in (2.32) can be estimated as
using (2.30). The other sum is similar.
• In (2.31), the index j was restricted so that \t nS -t n \ < δ. This was part of the definition of I ab = / αδ (δ), even for infinite a and b, in (2.6). As a result, M ab depends on δ too; write M ab (δ) to indicate this dependence. The restriction on j was necessary, to make the estimates in (2.16). However, it can now be eliminated. COROLLARY 2.33. The conclusions of (2.31) apply, whatever δ may be.
Proof. Let δ be small, so that (2.31) applies, and let δ' be large. Let Clearly,
But (2.5) and (2.31) show
In particular, d can be chosen so large that {t:\t-t n \ < 3} includes all of /. The proof of Theorem 2.2 is then accomplished by appeal to (2.35) below.
It is helpful, at times, to take max,-V nj not only over the j with t nj el, but over all integers j. This can be done if a nj and β nS are defined for all j, and j'a with ί nj ίl do not count. This can be made precise, as follows. Proof Use the argument of (2.33).
• Note. The condition here is that a nj should get small, or β nβ should become large and negative, or both, as j -> ± oo.
Theorem 2.35 below will be used repeatedly, and so it is given here in some generality.
Framework for 2.35. Let V nj be a random variable, defined for integers j in a finite, non-empty (non-random) interval J n . For (2.2), take J n to be the set of j's with t nj e J, and V nj is defined by (2.1). Let v n (y) be a strictly increasing function of y, with t; w (-°°) --oo and v n (oo) = co. For (2.2),
Likewise, let w n (x) be a continuous and strictly increasing function of x, with w n (-oo) = -oo and ^n(oo) = oo. For (2.2), this function is defined by (1.21) down to a?= -2 log-+ 2 log logit may be extended back to -oo in any convenient way, subject to the conditions given above. Let By assumption, ^n is strictly increasing, and its range is the whole line, so w" 1 is well defined. As is given in the statement of the proposition, (X n9 Y n ) converges in law to {X, Y), where
P{X ^x
and Y ^ y] = exp {Q(α?, y)} .
In particular, X has the probability density OF SCALED MULTINOMIAL VARIABLES   347   while and X, Y are idependent. Note that ψ is negative, but <f' is positive. Now
The limiting probability is
This proves the theorem when a = -oo and -oo < ft < oo. A similar argument goes through when -oo < a < oo and 6 = oo. In particular, L n and L n have the same asymptotic distribution, namely, the law of v~\L n ) converges weak-star to Φ, and likewise for v~\L n ).
The balance of the argument is omitted as routine.
• 3* The multinomial case* In this section, Theorem 1.24 will be proved. We are back in the multinomial situation: (1.1)-(1.23) are in force. Without further loss of generality, assume the normalization (2.3). Again, let δ be a small positive number. The j's with \t nj -ίoo| ^ δ make essentially no contribution to the max, because with probability near one, the corresponding V n /s are all less than (X-l This will be seen in (3.3) . Here ε = ε n ; the subscript n was dropped to lighten the notation. is uniformly close to 1 by condition (1.18) . Eventually, 7>l/(l + ζ), and then the probability of the event (3.2) will be bounded above by
However, there are only 0(l/ε) indices j with t nό e I. The version of Bernstein's inequality used above appears as theorem (4) • Note. Again, in this part of the argument, the error terms in (1.4)-(1.5) need only be assumed to be o(l). The result disposes of the j with |t ni -t n | ^δ.
It is now time to deal with the j's for which \t ni -ί n | < δ. Define I ab and M ab by (2.6), with V nj from (1.1). Despite the notation, I ab and M ab depend on n and on S. This will be made explicit only when it matters. 
Granting (3.4), the condition on δ can be eliminated by (3.3) , just as in (2.33). Then the proof of (1.24) can be completed by appealing to (2.35). Thus, (1.24) reduces to (3.4) . Before going on to the proof of (3.4) , note that it may sometimes be helpful to take maXj V nά not only over the j with t ni e I, but over all integer j. This can be done, for a nS , β nj9 p nj and N nj are defined for all j, as is V nj by (1.1). COROLLARY 3.5. Assume (1.1)-(1.23). Suppose further that for some θ > 0, max {V nj : t ni $ 1} < (1 -θ) ^2 log -ί with probability approaching one as n tends to infinity.
Then the conclusions of (1.24) apply as well to M n = max {V nj : all integer j} .
Proof Use the argument of (2.33).
• Turn now to the proof of (3.4). It will be necessary to estimate the probability above and below. The upper bound is easier. In essence, an inequality of Mallows (1968) shows that the probability is at most Under the conditions of (3.4), the probability in (3.4) is bounded below by 7 + o(l), where log 7 is in turn bounded (3 ' 7) below by
Granting (3.7), an appeal to (2.27) shows that the lim inf of the probability in (3.4) is at least exp {Q(x, y)}. This completes the proof of (3.4) , and hence of the main theorem (1.24).
Thus, (1.24) is reduced to (3.7). Now begins a series of calculations designed to prove (3.7). Eventually, lemma (3.2) of [1] will be used. Let
In (3.9), note that t ni ^ t ni iff i ^ j. In (3.10), assumption (1.16) implies (3.13) lim sup max {g s : t nj e /} < 1 .
n j LEMMA 3.14. Σy {1 -Piβd t nj el} -> 0 as w -> oo.
Proof. Clearly, ΣieKjNi is binomial, with number of trials A; and success probability g d < 1. So
But there are only o(l/s) indices i with ί nί 61, completing the proof. The version of Bernstein's inequality used above appears as theorem (4) in [5] .
• LEMMA 3.15 . Let N' 3 be binomial, with success probability p o = Pj/ (1 -gj-ί) Proof This follows from (3.2) of [1] . Indeed, let ^ be the spanned by N t for i e K ά . Given ^J_ ly the variable N d is conditionally binomial, with success probability p]; the number of trials T 5 is an ^^_ r measurable random variable: The heuristic: the more often you toss the coin, the more heads come up.
In this argument, it is tacitly supposed that ct nj > 0, which will be the case for all j with | t nj -t n \ < d, if d is small and n is large.
• This proves the first part of (3.7): the product of the (1 -π)'s in (3.15) serves for 7, and the sum of the [1 -P(G d )]'a is o(l) by (3.14) . For the second part of (3.7), estimate This will now be made rigorous. 
Of course, π 3 -(x) is the chance that N exceeds Granting this transformation, proposition (3.17) of [1] can be applied and completes the proof. The conditions of that lemma are satisfied by assumptions (1.2) and (1.17-18) , and the properties of k) and p) developed obove. Note that X nύ {x) is nearly 1, by (2.16a). Also, (3.4) of [1] can be used to simplify the expression in (3.17) of [1] . To get from (3.19) to (3.20) 
